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Trustwave TrustKeeper®

Cloud & Managed Security Services Portal

Fight cybercrime, protect data and reduce security risks with help from 
TrustKeeper. It’s more than just an intuitive, easy-to-use portal that offers  
unique visibility into and control over your security. Behind the scenes, 
TrustKeeper is a cloud-based gateway to a powerful technology platform that 
unifies our on-demand security, compliance and intelligence services. 

Countless Apps: At the Ready
Our “Security App Bar” offers easy access to the wide variety of tools available within TrustKeeper. 
Compliance management, managed security services, penetration testing and vulnerability 
scanning are among the growing list of services found within the portal. App integration and 
common services like support and online chat bolster the power of using our centralized platform 
for security and compliance.

Security Built to Scale
Whether your business is large or small or something in between, TrustKeeper is built to scale 
with you. Small businesses can use our wizards and to-do list to accelerate and track their security 
and compliance efforts with ease. Enterprises can automate information security and compliance 
across complex, distributed networks with enterprise-grade managed services.

Visibility on Overdrive
TrustKeeper helps you streamline and automate processes, improve visibility and control 
complexity. We help you reduce the cost and complexity of managing technologies deployed 
across your business. TrustKeeper consolidates data from our services and technologies within the 
portal and through reporting to provide a useful snapshot of security and compliance posture.
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businesses enrolled

17 
languages

Support 
a click away

On Demand 
through the cloud
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Services Available within the TrustKeeper Portal

Managed Security Services
When you partner with Trustwave for Managed Security Services, TrustKeeper is the portal you use to view 
and manage events, alerts, trends and reports, as well as the technologies deployed across your business. 
It’s also your hub for interacting with your security analysts within our five, “follow-the-threat” Security 
Operations Centers.

Penetration Testing
With Trustwave Managed Security Testing, you can more efficiently and regularly identify security weaknesses 
within networks and applications so you can make improvements that better protect you and your data. Within 
TrustKeeper, you can schedule, manage and adjust penetration tests based on your business priorities and 
security needs. 

Compliance Management
With modules ranging from PCI Manager with its simple dashboards and wizards-based tools, to Compliance 
Manager, a powerful multi-compliance management and reporting platform, TrustKeeper helps you automate 
and streamline your compliance initiatives while improving your security posture, addressing standards 
including PCI, HIPAA, FISMA, GLBA and more. 
 

Vulnerability Scanning
Trustwave Vulnerability Manager provides complete visibility into network vulnerabilities from outside and 
inside the corporate firewall, complemented by centralized, visual management. Through the TrustKeeper 
portal, you get complete visibility and easy management for the most current vulnerability and threat 
intelligence in the industry.

File Integrity Monitoring
Available in the cloud through TrustKeeper, Trustwave File Integrity Monitoring can alert you to the presence 
of malware in your network, harmful or non-compliant misconfiguration or unauthorized access to your 
sensitive data by monitoring changes to your critical files.

For more information on TrustKeeper please 
visit us our website at www.Trustwave.com


